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Abstract In the recent years, there has been a growing
interest in wireless sensor networks (WSN ). Network’s life-
time depends on energy efficiency and load balancing where
connectivity is a very important factor. However, such con-
nectivity can be lost due to the failure of some sensor nodes
which creates disruptions to the network operations, lead to a
reconfiguration of the network by generating energy losses,
or in another case, the network mission fails. Energy conser-
vation is a very important problem inWSN. In this paper, we
propose a new solution for the connectivity problem when
failure nodes are considered. The replacement of failed nodes
is done in two phases: the first one is the search of redundant
nodes using the clusterheads; the second phase is a restora-
tion of connectivity. Performance evaluation of the proposed
replacement approach shows that the results are globally sat-
isfactory.
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1 Introduction

Recent technological advances have led to the emergence
of pervasive networks of both small and low power devices
that integrate sensors and actuators with limited on-board
processing and wireless communication capabilities [1].
The wireless communications play a crucial role in data-
processing networks. They offer open solutions to provide
mobility as well as essential services where the installation
of infrastructures is difficult or not possible. These networks
are under active development because of their interface flex-
ibility allowing user mobility. The control of mobility is a
critical issue in communication field, because the mobile
environment is characterized by several critical aspects: a
frequent disconnection, a modest debit of communication,
and especially the limited source of energy.

Since the majority of the low power devices have batteries
with limited lifetime and the replacement of these batteries
on thousands of these devices is infeasible, especially in areas
where access is difficult or sometimes even impossible, it is
well approvable that a sensors network should be deployed
with a strong density in order to extend the network life-
time [2]. In a high density network, if all the sensor nodes
act in an active mode, then an excessive quantity of energy
will be wasted. In one hand, the data of sensors gathered are
likely to be strongly correlated and redundant. In the other
hand, an excessive collision of packages can occur, because
sensors send simultaneous packages with the presence of
some releases events. Consequently, it is neither necessary
nor desirable that all nodes act simultaneously in an active
mode. One of the emerged questions in such a high density
of sensors networks is the density control. In [3], the authors
choose the prolongation of the operating time system while
keeping only a necessary set of sensors in an active mode and
putting the remained sensors in sleepmode.Another category
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of approaches for the connectivity maintenance in wireless
sensor networks (WSN) is the restoration of the connectivity
after a sensor node failure [4–7].

Supposing a WSN deployed in a difficult accessing zone,
the lifetime of this network depends strongly on the connec-
tivity factor between its nodes. Several factors can be at the
origin of the connectivity rupture, between the nodes of the
considered network, such as the lack of energy on the sig-
nificant node level, infection of a vital node by a malevolent
code and a logical/physical failure of a primary node. The
failure of a sensor node can leave its entire zone (or a part of
it) without coverage, and it can generate the partition of the
network if it is a gateway node (a relay node). This means
that the network will be divided into two or several small
networks where some nodes can be disconnected from the
network. This implies a loss of connectivity between the parts
of the network. Our objective is to restore connectivity after
failure of a sensor node by taking into account the constraint
of energy.

In this paper, we propose a new approach for the replace-
ment of a failed node (called NARF), while considering
the network lifetime. In our proposition, the consumed total
energy for the restoration of connection is shared by several
nodes, so that the consumption of individual energy would
be tiny and thus extending the network lifetime.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Sect. 2, we present some related works on failure node detec-
tion and replacement methods. Section 3 describes some
important processes. In Sect. 4, we introduce our proposed
approach called N ARF (Novel approach for replacement of
a failure node in WSN), we first describe the network clus-
tering as our solution uses it. The performance evaluation is
presented in Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude and state
prospects.

2 Related work

Several works are proposed for the connectivity maintenance
problem in WSNs. In the literature, the existing approaches
can be classified in two classes (see Fig. 1).

In the first class, authors try to maintain the sensors net-
work connected longest time possible; they seek solutions
to extend the lifetime of the network like [1,8,9] which try
to use, at a given time, a minimum number of sensors that
ensure the connectivity and/or the network coverage. Effi-
cient routing in a sensor network requires that the routing
protocol must minimize energy dissipation [10–12]. In [13],
Samia and Shreen propose an approach where fault tolerant
is incorporated for chain based routing protocols. They pro-
posed two techniques of fault detection and recovery in chain
based routing protocols. The two techniques employ the same
strategy for fault detection. Each sensor node in every chain

Connectivity maintenance

(Extend of the network lifetime)
Preventive maintenance

(In the event of failure)
Curative maintenance

− sleeping mode of the sensors
− efficient routing protocols.
− network deployment.

Being based on : Being based on the restoration
of the connection and/or the
network coverage on the case
of a sensor node failure

Fig. 1 Classification of the connectivity maintenance solutions

identifies whether its successor neighbor in its chain is faulty
byNOTIFY and READYmessages. However, they proposed
two different techniques for fault recovery phase. The first
technique overcomes the fault by having every predecessor
node to a failed node instead of sending its data to the failed
node forward it to the successor node of the failed node. The
second technique gets around the fault by choosing a backup
node for the faulty from the neighboring chain closest the sink
which satisfies minimum energy consumption. The authors
of the second class work on the connectivity maintenance in
case of failure of a sensor node [4–7]. They try to solve the
connectivity problem while considering the network parti-
tioning and/or the covering of the monitoring zone problem.
We classify our work in the second class (Curative mainte-
nance).

The authors in [14] propose two energy efficient protocols
for connectivity maintenance of WSNs whenever backbone
nodes move or deplete of energy. Kang and al. [15] propose
the distributed coverage hole detection and recovery algo-
rithms, it is based on boundary critical points, and can be run
on a single node with verifying boundary critical points from
neighbors. In [16], a modification of an existing topology
management scheme, Naps, is proposed to ensure very min-
imal data loss while also handling node failures. The authors
propose to conserve energy to prolong the lifetime of the
nodes and the sensor network while maintaining a constantly
connected sensor network. When detecting the failing node,
a neighbor node can be selected at random and the energy in
this randomnode is increased in order to increase the commu-
nication range of the node. Another alternative is to be more
selective in determining which node to increase the energy to
offer compensation for a failed node and pick the neighbor
node which has the most energy remaining. Authors in [17]
deal with heterogeneous sensors equipped with actuation
facilities to assist in the sensor self-deployment, they con-
sider the problem from two perspectives: global deployment
of sensors and local sensor network repair. A coverage-aware
sensor automation protocol is proposed to realize an auto-
mated smartmonitoringnetwork.Twocentralized algorithms
are included in the protocol suite: enhanced virtual forces
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algorithm with boundary forces and sensor self-organizing
algorithm. In [18] authors focus on reducing the response
time in the case of node failures, reducing the overall moving
distances andprolongingoverall network lifetime in thatway.

In the paper of Tamboli and Younis [5], the replacement
of the failed node is done only by its direct neighbors. The
exhaustion of energy due to the repeated physicalmovements
of these nodes is an obvious concern to be taken into account.
If we limit the replacements only to the direct neighbors of
this node, we probably cause the failure of several nodes in
a short time and put in danger the entire network. However,
if we want to extend the lifetime of the sensors network, the
replacement function of the failed node must be shared by
several neighbors using replacements chain. These replace-
ments will continue until arriving at a node having a coverage
range completely covered by its neighbors, we call this node,
redundant node (in this case, the algorithm will finish) or
arrive at an extremity node less significant in terms of con-
nectivity of the global network (in this case, if we do not
take into account the network coverage, the algorithm will
finish. But if we take into account the network coverage, the
algorithm will continue to be executed).

In DARA approach [4], the failing node detection can’t
require an adjustment in the network topology if the node
does not divide the network into parts. It means that the cov-
erage zone, of the failing node, can be without coverage if
the failure of the considered node does not partition the net-
work even if there are redundant nodes in the neighborhood
of the failing node. DARA focuses on the connectivitymain-
tenance without being concerned with the network coverage.
In this approach, a substitute of the failure or the moved node
leaves its zone definitively without coverage even if no other
node can replace it afterwards. In terms of coverage, this
node can be considered failing by leaving its zone without
coverage.

In [7], the authors propose a DRFN approach (detec-
tion and replacement of a failing node) for the connectivity
maintenance problem by carrying out a replacement chain
according to a distributed algorithm; their solution generates
a lot of messages overheads.

In order to give better performances, the architecture of
our proposed solution is based on clustering the network.

3 Some important processes

In this section, we describe the clustering and the energy
dissipation model used in our proposed method.

3.1 Clustering

Clustering is a method that aggregates the nodes into groups;
these groups are known as clusters. Node clustering is a

BSBS

BS BS

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 2 Classification of WSN topologies. a Single-hop flat model, b
Single-hop clustering model, c Multi-hop flat model, d Multi-hop clus-
tering model

useful topology management approach to reduce the com-
munication overhead and exploit data aggregation in sensor
networks. WSN topologies are classified into four types of
models as shown in Fig. 2 [19].

In the single-hop models (Fig. 2a, b), all sensor nodes
transmit their data to the base station (BS) directly. These
architectures are impractical in large-scale areas because
transmission cost becomes expensive in terms of energy con-
sumption and in the worst case, the base station may be
inaccessible.

In the multi-hop models as in [19], the authors use the
flat model (Fig. 2c) and the clustering model (Fig. 2d). In
the multi-hop flat model, overhead and energy consumption
can be increased, because all nodes should share the same
information such as routing tables. On the other hand, in the
multi-hop clustering model, sensor nodes can maintain low
overhead and energy consumption, because particular clus-
terheads aggregate data and transmit them to the base station.
In addition, wireless medium is shared and managed by indi-
vidual nodes in themulti-hop flat model, which results in low
efficiency in the resource usage. In the multi-hop clustering
model, resources can be allocated orthogonally to each clus-
ter for reducing collisions between clusters and be reused
cluster by cluster. The multi-hop clustering model is appro-
priate for the sensor network deployed in remote large-scale
areas.

In our solution,we took themodel of Fig. 2d, by offloading
clusterhead the task of routing between clusterheads. This
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Fig. 3 Multi-hop clustering model

task is assigned to the gateways. As shown in the multi-
hop clustering model presented in Fig. 3, each cluster refers
to a representative node. Representatives of clusters (called
clusterheads) are responsible for coordinating the routing in
their cluster, and Gateways are responsible for providing the
connection inter clusters. The clusterheads election and the
choice of Gateway nodes are well studied in the literature
[20,21].

Electing a specific node as a clusterhead is a very impor-
tant process. Various factors can be considered for electing
the best node as a clusterhead [22]. Some of these fac-
tors include the location of the node with respect to other
nodes, mobility, energy, trust and throughput of the node.
Nodes of WSN have limited battery and resources. The
process of election increases overall processing overhead of
the network. So the election process must also consider the
processing and the energy limitations of the nodes [23]. Thus,
a compromise between the potential energy and the distance
between its neighbors is essential; because if this distance
is large, the probability that this node would be elected as a
clusterhead for its neighbor must decrease, which decreases
its weight. For that, we define the weight of a node (wn),
according to both its percentage of energy and the distance
separating it from its neighbor, in the Formula 1.

wn = %energy

α × distance
(1)

where:

– distance is the distance separating the node from its
neighbor,

– α is an empirical variable (fixed to 1 for simplification
purpose).

The weight of a node exchanged with its neighbors for
the election of a clusterhead, varies according to the distance

ETx (d)

Eelec k* * k * d 2
amp

Eelec k*

ERx

Receive

d

Electronocs

Tx AmplifierElectronocs
Transmit

K bit packet

K bit packet

Fig. 4 First order radio model

separating this node from the communicating node. A node
that has more energy will have more chance to be elected
clusterhead to its near neighbors than to the remote nodes.

3.2 Energy dissipation

Currently, there is a great deal of research in the area of
low-energy radios. Different assumptions about the radio
characteristics, including energy dissipation in transmit and
receive modes, will change the advantages of different pro-
tocols. In our work, we use the model presented in Fig. 4
[24].

Thus, to transmit a k-bit message on a distance d using the
radio model defined in [24], the radio expends:

ET x (k, d) = ET x−elec(k) + ET x−amp(k, d)

ET x (k, d) = Eelec ∗ k + εamp ∗ k ∗ d2

and to receive a k-bit message, the radio expends:

ERx (k) = ERx−elec(k)
ERx (k) = Eelec ∗ k

where:

– ET x−elec: is the transmission electronics energy con-
sumption,

– ET x−amp/εamp: is the energy dissipated by transmitter
amplifier to achieve an acceptable signal

– ERx−elec: is the reception electronics energy consump-
tion,

This model assumes that: ET x−elec = ERx−elec = Eelec.
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4 NARF: novel approach for replacement of a
failure node in wireless sensor network

The division of the network into a set of clusters facilitates
the search of redundant nodes, which is the first phase of our
solution. A redundant node is a node where its area is fully
covered by its direct neighbors. The clusterheads look first
to find redundant nodes in their cluster and broadcast to each
other to update its information. The second phase is to restore
connectivity.

4.1 Redundant nodes research process

After the network deployment and the clusterheads election,
the clusterheads identify the redundant sensors. For this, each
clusterhead identifies redundant sensors in its cluster and dif-
fuses through the Gateway sensors, a message announcing
its redundant sensors. As each clusterhead knows the redun-
dant sensors in only its own cluster, a clusterhead receiving a
message containing redundant sensors updates its RST table
(redundant sensors table) and sends again the message to
all Gateways except the one that receives this message for
eliminating the infinite loop.

The enumeration process and the sending of redundant
sensors list (RSL) executed by the clusterhead is described
in Algorithm 1 (enum-red()), which describes the census of
the redundant sensors by the clusterhead, and the sending of
the redundant sensors list to its neighbors.

Algorithm 1 enum-red()
1: SL ← {}; // Initialisation
2: For any sensor S ∈ in its cluster Do
3: If (S is redundant) Then
4: RSL← RSL ∪ S.id_sensor; //S.id_sensor:identifier of the sen-
sor S;
5: End If ;
6: End For;
7: For any sensor S ∈ in its cluster Do
8: If (S.typ_sensor = ”Gateway”) Then
9: send RSL_message;
10: End If ;
11: End For;

Lines 2–6 describe the enumeration process of the redun-
dant sensors in its cluster. Lines 7–11 describe the sending
of RSL_message containing the RSL list, its affiliates and
its location to all Gateways. The algorithm 1 complexity
depends on the number of clusters and maximum number
of nodes in a cluster. Let n be the number of clusters, and m
be the maximum number of nodes in a cluster. The complex-
ity of algorithm 1 is O(mn).

The RSL_message receiving process is described inAlgo-
rithm 2 (RSL-receiv()). This latter is executed when a sensor

node receives the redundant sensors list message, called
RSL_message, it describes the actions to perform by the
receiving node.

Algorithm 2 RSL-receiv()
1: If (RSL_message received) Then
2: If (typ_sensor = ”clusterhead”) Then
3: update RST; //Redundant Sensors Table
4: End If ;
5: If (typ_sensor = ”Gateway”) Then
6: For any sensor S ∈ CL Do // CL: clusterheads list
7: If (RSL_message source �= S) Then
8: send RSL_message;
9: End If ;
10: End For;
11: End If ;
12: If (typ_sensor = ”internal node”) Then
13: ignore the message;
14: End If ;
15: End If ;

Lines 2–4 describe the RSL_message receiving process by a
Clusterhead. Lines 5–11 describe the RSL_message receiv-
ing process by a sensor Gateway. Lines 12–14 describe
the RSL_message receiving process by an internal sen-
sor node to cluster. The complexity of the algorithm 2 is
O(m), with m is the maximum number of nodes in a clus-
ter.

4.2 Failing node detection process

After the network deployment, the sensor node sends a short
message “detect” then waits for a pre-defined short time T
before judging that the sensor node is failing. After time
T expiration, which is equal to the message go-back time
and processing time, if the sensor node, transmitting the
message “detect”, does not receive response, then it con-
siders the recipient node of the message as a failing one.
The process is still repeated after each pre-defined waiting
time.

4.3 Failing node replacement process

Once a redundant node is designated to replace the failed
node, we should determine how to move the sensor to the
place of the failed node in order to replace it. A simple and
obvious solution is to move the redundant sensor directly at
the place of the failed node. However, it can take longer time
than that required by the application. For example, a sensor
monitoring a very important area fails and the application of
this sensor requires that the space between the data measures
should not exceed a certain period (eg. 30 s). If we assume
that the redundant sensor is 50m far from the failed sensor
and it takes one minute to travel that distance, then it does
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not accomplish the application requirements. Besides, trav-
eling this distance by a sensor causes the consumption of a
large amount of energy; it can cause failure of themoved sen-
sor. So, sharing this energy loss by several sensors seems a
reasonable solution. Thus, we use cascaded movement, pre-
sented in Fig. 5, to replace the failed node. For the following
two reasons: less waiting to replace the failed node and shar-
ing of consumed energy. It constitutes a key element for our
proposed solution.

In Fig. 5, no direct neighbor of clusterhead CH0 has a
redundant node, the clusterhead which will be charged to
replace the failed node is CH2, because it has more nodes
among the neighbors of the clusterhead CH0, where CHi
is the clusterhead of the cluster Ci / i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The
clusterhead CH2, in its turn, searches among its neighbors
the one which has a redundant node (or that has more inter-
nal nodes), and finds CH3 which asks its redundant node
to move to replace the moved node of C2 cluster which has
replaced the failed node of the cluster C0, from where the
denomination of the cascaded movement, thus the zone of
the failed node does not stay for a long time without surveil-
lance.

If an internal sensor node detects a failed node f n or
receives a message elect_message (message for the election
to replace the failed clusterhead) (see Fig. 6), then it executes
algorithm 3 (detect-fail()).

Algorithm 3 detect-fail()
1: If (sensor f n failed detected) Then
2: elected ← false;
3: If (fn.typ_sensor = ”clusterhead”) Then
4: elected ← true;
5: Move a distance of Rc/2 to f n;
6: Broadcast elect_message containing his amount of energy;
7: Repeat
8: wait a period of time t1;
9: If (elect_message received and amount of energy < amount
of energy on the transmitter sensor) Then
10: elected ← false;
11: back in its place;
12: End If ;
13: Until (elected = false) or (time lapse t2 = αt1);
14: If (elected = true) Then
15: to displace to ensure the functions of the failing clusterhead;
16: End If ;
17: End If ;
18: End If ;

Algorithm 3 describes the actions to be performed by an
internal node of the cluster in the case of failed clusterhead
detection. Lines 9–12 describe the elect_message reception
process by an internal node sensor. The complexity of the
algorithm 3 is O(in), with in is the number of sensor nodes.

When a clusterhead detects a Gateway node gn failing,
then its cluster can be disconnected from the other clus-
ters, especially if this is the only bridge that connects it
with the rest of the network. So, its first priority is to recon-
nect by choosing an internal node of the cluster and to put
it in the place of the Gateway node fails. If the Gateway
node is detected by more than one clusterhead, this can be a
problem. As a primitive solution, the clusterheads must first
agree onwhowill load reconnection between their clusters as
described in Algorithm 4. The complexity of this algorithm
is O(ch), with ch is the number of clusterheads.

Algorithm 4 detect-Gat()
1: elected ← false; // Initialisation
2: If (failed sensor gn detected and gn.typ_sensor = ”Gateway”)Then
3: elected ← true;
4: Move by a distance of Rc/2 to gn;
5: broadcast elect_Gat_message containing the number of the inter-
nal nodes in his cluster;
6: Repeat
7: wait a period of time t1;
8: If (elect_Gat_message received and nodes number < internal
nodes number of the clusterhead sender of the message) Then
9: elected ← false;
10: back in its place;
11: End If ;
12: Until (elected = false) or (time lapse t2= αt1);
13: End If ;

After the detection of the Gateway node failing by clus-
terheads which move a distance of Rc/2, and after a defined
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time sufficient for sending and receiving the messages
”elect_Gat”, the elected clusterhead executes the algorithm
5 (repl-Gat()), which describes the internal node election by
the clusterhead to replace the failing Gateway. The cluster-
head broadcasts amessage to inform its sensor nodes and asks
them to send their rate of energy, after receiving the response
of all its nodes, the clusterhead elects the node which has a
high rate of energy.

Algorithm 5 repl-Gat()
1: If (elected) Then
2: For any sensor S ∈ in its cluster Do
3: If (S.typ_sensor = ”internal node”) Then
4: send repl_Gat_message;
5: End If ;
6: End For;
7: Repeat
8: message waiting;
9: If (resp_repl_Gat_message received) Then
10: If (first message) or (amount_energy of the transmitter >

amount_energy of the substitute) Then
11: substitute ← transmitter;
12: End If ;
13: End If ;
14: Until (receive the response of all internal nodes);
15: send replacement_message to the elected node for replacement;
16: End If ;

To replace the failed Gateway node, the clusterhead
responsible of this function sends a replacement message
”repl_Gat_message” to the internal nodes in its cluster
(lines 2–6). After the reception of the replies to messages
repl_Gat_message, the clusterhead selects internal nodewith
a higher amount of energy (see lines 7–14). Once it has
received responses from all internal nodes, the clusterhead
sends replacement_message (line 15) to the elected node;
containing the node which must be replaced and ensure its
functions. The complexity of the algorithm 5 is O(2in),
where in is the maximum number of internal nodes in a clus-
ter.

If a clusterhead detects a failed or a moved internal node,
then it consults its redundant sensors list RSL and chooses
a sensor node in its affiliates or its neighboring clusters if
its RSL is not empty (we can see in Algorithm 1 that iden-
tifying redundant nodes is done just for the cluster and its
direct neighboring clusters). If the RSL of clusterhead is not
empty, the clusterhead selects a redundant node in its cluster.
Otherwise, it chooses a redundant node in their neighbors’
Clusters. If the RSL of clusterhead is empty, then it sends
a message search_red to its neighbor’s clusters in order to
seek a redundant node. Details are illustrated in algorithm
6 (fail-detect()). The complexity of the algorithm 6 is O(r),
where r is the maximum number of redundant nodes.

Algorithm 6 fail-detect()
1: If (RSL �= φ ) Then
2: If (there are redundant sensors in its cluster) then
3: select from them according to the rate of energy criterion
4: Else
5: Send a message, containing the coordinates of the selected
node, to the clusterhead which has more redundant nodes;
6: End If ;
7: Else
8: send search_red message, containing the location of the failed
node to its direct neighbors;
9: End If ;

The Reception of the search_red message by a cluster-
head, invokes the execution of the algorithm 7 (receipt-
search-red()). This algorithm describes the reaction of a
clusterhead following a searching message of a redundant
node by its neighbors. The clusterhead’s neighbors elect one
of them that attend to do the replacement, depending on the
number of its redundant nodes or the number of its inter-
nal nodes. If the elected clusterhead has redundant nodes,
it selects one among them which has a high rate of energy.
Otherwise, it selects one of its internal nodes which has the
same criterion (high rate of energy). The complexity of this
algorithm is O(ch), with ch is the number of clusterheads.

Algorithm 7 receipt-search-red()
1: If (search_red received) Then
2: elected ← true;
3: Move by a distance of Rc/2 to the transmitter node;
4: Broadcastmessage containing the number of the redundant nodes
in RSL list or internal nodes number in its cluster;
5: Repeat
6: wait message;
7: If (message received) Then
8: If (RSL �= φ ) and (redundant nodes number in RSL of the
received message is > to its number in its RSL) Then
9: elected ← false;
10: back in its place;
11: Else If (RSL = φ ) and (received RSL not empty or the
internal nodes number in the received message is > to its internal
nodes number) Then
12: elected ← false;
13: back in its place;
14: End If ;
15: End If ;
16: End If ;
17: Until (sufficient time for the election);
18: If (elected = true) Then
19: If (RSL �= φ ) Then
20: Select the redundant node that has the most energy, and send
a message containing the coordinates of the node to be replaced
21: Else
22: select one of its internal nodes, and send amessage containing
the coordinates of the node to be replaced;
23: End If ;
24: End If ;
25: End If ;
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The flowchart associated with the operation of different
algorithms is shown in Fig. 7. After the network deployment
and the election of clusterheads, the redundant node search
process starts by clusterheads and the results are diffused
between them. If a failure sensor node is detected, depending
on its type and whether it is ”Clusterhead”, ”Gateway” or
”internal node”, algorithms 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are performed.

5 Performance evaluation

We evaluate our proposed N ARF approach and compare it
to the DRFN [7] and C3R [5] approaches, taking as metric
the number of displacements, the energy consumption, and
the generatedmessaging overhead. The simulation results are
given by our simulator. In the experiments, a set of mobile
sensor nodes is initially randomly deployed in a 50m×50m

Fig. 8 Displacements number per time unit for a period of 1320s

target field. All nodes are assumed to have the same commu-
nication and sensing ranges.

5.1 Number of displacements

Considering the following assumptions:

– All nodes are mobile;
– All nodes are homogeneous;
– The displacement time of a node to its neighbor is 10 s;
– Thenetwork application requiresmeasurements each30s
for each sensor;

– The sensors monitoring zone is assumed without obsta-
cles.

Figure 8 shows the result of simulation according to the
stated assumptions. As shown in this figure, the displace-
ments number in our proposed N ARF approach exceeds
the displacements number in the DRFN approach for a cer-
tain period and equal to the displacements number in the
C3R approach for a certain period, then it decreases until
reaching zero displacements. This implies that the consumed
energy ratewill be smaller comparing to the DRFN andC3R
approaches. This is explained by the fact that in our N ARF
approach, we have taken into consideration redundant nodes
and that the chain replacement process finishes as soon as we
reach a redundant node.

5.2 Energy consumption

The total energy consumed due to the displacement of nodes
for the failure node replacement is shown in Fig. 9. It shows
that the consumed energy in our approach N ARF is much
smaller than in the DRFN and C3R approaches from a
certain time. This is due to the fact that in the approach
DRFN , replacement algorithm does not end, and in C3R
approach the replacement of the failed node is done only
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Fig. 9 Energy consumption per time unit for a period of 1320s

Fig. 10 Overhead evaluation

by its direct neighbors, the repeated physical movements of
these nodes consume a lot of energy. However, in the new
approach N ARF , the replacement algorithm ends when the
redundant node is reached.

5.3 Additional overhead

The detection of the failing node and the search of redundant
nodes generate additional overhead in our approach. How-
ever, it does not degrade the global performance.

Figure 10 illustrates the generated overhead message
in our N ARF compared to that of DRFN and C3R
approaches.When the range of communication increases, the
overhead decreases linearly compared to DRFN and C3R
approaches.

6 Conclusion

Wireless sensors networks are generally deployed in hard and
difficult access environments, where the breakdowns or fail-
ures of sensor nodes are possible. These nodes failures can
harm the connectivity of the entire network. In other words,
the network can be partitioned where a set of nodes can be
disconnected from the total network; and consequently, the

connectivity between the separate parts of this network loss.
To answer this connectivity loss, we have proposed a novel
approach for replacement of a failure node based on two
phases, by carrying out replacements according to a distrib-
uted algorithm. The principal goal of this proposed approach
is to restore the network connectivity by exploiting the sen-
sors mobility. The idea is to share the consumption of energy
needed to the connectivity restoration, with several sensors
in order to minimize the early failures of the sensor nodes,
and thus to prolong the lifetime of the entire network. Perfor-
mance evaluations show that our N ARF approach consumes
less energy, and generates less overhead messages when
increasing the communication range, butwhen the communi-
cation range is small, our approach generates more messages
compared to DRFN or C3R approaches.

As prospects, we envisage, in one hand, to compare our
N ARF approach with other related approaches and with
other metrics. On the other hand, to adapt to some specific
environments such as underwater sensor networking consti-
tutes a potential application, and we envisage in the future
work to treat the case of heterogeneous sensor nodes. In this
case, the batteries of sensor nodes have various capacities,
we must initially replace %energy (percentage of energy)
in Formula 1 by energy_rate (rate of energy) in mea-
suring unit Joule, because in our work -replacement of a
failing node- the important criterion is a remaining rate of
energy.
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